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From the moment William ‘Rath’ Pashley founded the company over 80 years ago, Pashley has embraced the

needs and aspirations of its customers and translated these into what has become a unique range of cycles.

Classic Bicycles Page 3-14
Contemporary Bicycles Page 15-18
Tricycles

Page 19-24

Today, our designers continue to create cycles that have a style and function unlike any others. New designs are placed in the capable hands
of our time-served manufacturing team, who painstakingly hand-build all Pashley’s cycles here in Stratford-upon-Avon.
It is this commitment, attention to detail and hand-built quality that has earned Pashley its enviable position as Britain’s most exclusive cycle
manufacturer, with sales to discerning customers in over 50 countries.
So whatever your need … be it fun or performance, modern or traditional style, Pashley Cycles offer an originality and individuality that
sets them apart from all others. Cycles designed to suit your way of life, to perform beyond expectation … and simply to give pleasure.
At Pashley we say our cycles are ‘different by design … distinctive by nature’. We hope you agree and enjoy the experience.

2

Princess
Sovereign

The quintessential English town and country bicycle with timeless traditional looks and impeccable build
quality. Combine these features with reliable modern componentry and you have an unrivalled two wheeled
experience that will stand the test of time.

The fully fitted rear

skirt guard integrates
with the enamelled
mudguards to provide
all season practicality
and comfort. The
fitted rear lock secures
the bike with the
push of a lever giving
security and peace
of mind without
the need to carry a
separate bike lock.

The front wicker

basket sits on its own
headset mounted
carrier and offers
both versatile load
carrying capability
and traditional style.
The fully fitted
lighting set offers
added safety with a
dynamo operated
headlamp and a
high visibility rear
LED lamp.

Specification: traditionally lugged and brazed hand-built frame, 5 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears and fully enclosed hub brakes. Colours: Buckingham Black or Regency Green.

4

Princess
Classic

With all the beauty of the Princess Sovereign, this elegant bicycle continues to impress with its classic virtues
of traditional quality and style. Whether shopping or simply taking in the country air, the hand-built quality
and reliable componentry enhances the pleasure of riding and owning this beautiful bicycle.

The Princess Classic

features a fully enclosed
chaincase to protect
you and your bike
from unwanted grease
and grime. This helps
to reduce wear and
tear on the chain and
decreases the amount
of maintenance that
your bike will require.

A bike of such quality

can only be fitted with a
Brooks saddle. Made in
England from the finest
materials the Brooks
saddle is regarded as the
Rolls-Royce of saddles.
The leather upper allows
the saddle to breathe and
over time forms to your
shape giving a supremely
comfortable ride.
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Specification: traditionally lugged and brazed hand-built frame, 3 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears and fully enclosed hub brakes. Colours: Buckingham Black or Regency Green.

Sonnet
Bliss

The Sonnet Bliss has the same striking features as the much loved and admired Princess Sovereign but comes
with an Ivory-coloured frame and a choice of Claret or Midnight Blue highlights to brighten up your day. With
the luxury of five gears, dynamo lighting & frame fitting lock, this model is perfect for those longer journeys.

Fitted with a sturdy

rear carrier, the Sonnet
Bliss is ready for those
longer journeys or
trips to the shop. Add
a childseat, bag or
basket in an instant (see
accessories page).
The integrated rear
wheel lock means that
you can secure your
cycle in seconds at the
push of a lever.

Like the Princess
Sovereign, the Sonnet
Bliss is equipped with
puncture resistant
tyres and a genuine
ESGE propstand for
ease of parking.

Specification: traditionally lugged and brazed hand-built frame, 5 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears and fully enclosed hub brakes. Colours: Ivory with Claret or Midnight Blue highlights.
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Sonnet
Pure

The Sonnet Pure has all the colourful beauty of the Sonnet Bliss but with a simpler and lighter specification.
With dependable three speed hub gears and a comfortable sprung leather saddle, the Sonnet Pure is the ideal
bicycle for rolling along in the countryside or an outing to the local shops.

The added class of

the Sonnet comes
from its beautifully
painted components.
It features gold-lined
mudguards and a
lightweight metal
chainguard, protecting
you from the chain
whilst keeping a clean
appearance.

All Princess and

Sonnet models are
equipped with a large
natural wicker basket
and support frame.

Specification: traditionally lugged and brazed hand-built frame, 3 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears and fully enclosed hub brakes. Colours: Ivory with Claret or Midnight Blue highlights.
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Poppy

Inspired by the colour of wild country meadows, the Pashley Poppy is a bicycle that blooms with beauty. With
graceful handlebars complementing the elegant sweeping frame, the simplicity of this bicycle adds to its charm.
The Poppy is the perfect companion for those warm summer day trips or jolly jaunts to the seaside.

For added comfort

the Poppy features
soft-touch cork
compound grips, with
ergonomic shaping.

To protect your

clothes from the
chain, the Poppy
features a lightwieght
metal chainguard,
shown here in Pastel
Blue with subtle
Poppy graphics.

Specification: traditionally lugged and brazed hand-built frame, 3 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears and fully enclosed hub brakes. Colours: Pastel Blue or Blush Pink.
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ROADSTER

The ‘King of the Road’, this imposing bicycle provides an unsurpassed ride due to its large 28 inch wheels
and regal riding position. Ideal for commuting or country jaunts, this beautiful machine transports the rider
to a more relaxed age using the finest componentry and hand-built quality.

The Roadster features
an integrated stand
that quickly folds
down to support the
bicycle when parked.
A fully enclosed
chaincase is also fitted
to provide clean ease
of use and reduce
wear and tear on the
chain and gears.

The Roadster also

comes in a double
top tube version for
the taller gent. With
a frame size of 24·5
inches this superbly
crafted machine will
suit an inside leg of
35 inches upwards
and give the rider the
stability and control
only a double top
tube can provide.
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Specification: traditionally lugged and brazed hand-built frame, 28 inch wheels and fully enclosed hub brakes. The Roadster Classic (smaller image, shown with a 24.5” double top-tube frame)
comes with 3 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears, whilst the Roadster Sovereign (main image) has 5 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears, a frame fitting lock and lights. Colour: Buckingham Black.

ROADSTER
26

Pashley are proud to re-introduce the Pashley ‘Roadster 26’ - similar to the Roadster but fitted with 26
inch wheels of the traditional English size and having a lower bottom bracket and correspondingly lower
stand-over height for ease of mounting and dismounting. A superb machine.

The Brooks B72

leather saddle features
a special sprung frame
that allows the saddle
to be lowered as far as
possible.

The Roadster 26

Sovereign model
features a Pletscher
rear carrier, hub
dynamo lighting and
ESGE propstand.

Specification: traditionally lugged and brazed hand-built frame, 26 inch wheels and fully enclosed hub brakes. The Roadster 26 Classic comes with 3 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears, whilst
the Roadster 26 Sovereign has 5 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears, a frame fitting lock, rear rack and hub dynamo lighting. Colour: Buckingham Black.
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GUV’NOR

The style and elegance of the 1930s Pashley Path Racer has returned with the Guv’nor. True to its heritage, the
Guv’nor is built with relaxed geometry using the legendary Reynolds ‘531’ butted cycle tubing. The Guv’nor
rules the classic bicycle renaissance.

The Guv’nor features

the finest components
carefully selected
to achieve perfect
authenticity. From its
gold-lined Westwood
rims and cream tires
to its Brooks B17
‘Champion Special’
leather saddle, it retains
its distinctive 1930s
style in every detail.

It wouldn’t be a Path
Racer without the
North Road drop
style handlebars.
We’ve fitted these
beautiful swept bars
with Pashley’s own
handmade leather
grips for both style
and comfort.

Specification: traditionally lugged and brazed Reynolds 531 hand-built frame, single speed gear, 28 inch wheels, classic alloy pedals and Sturmey Archer drum brakes. Sturmey Archer
‘AW’ 3 speed models are also available. Colour: Buckingham Black.
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Tube Rider

Not a care in the world, not a raindrop in sight, hanging out, cruisin’.The Tube Rider helps you kick back
and go with the flow; life need not be a rush anymore. Choice components, a relaxed style and the best in
hand built quality are what this bicycle is all about... drift along, ride the tube.

To get you in

the right position
for some relaxed
cruising, the Tube
Rider comes equiped
with wide sweeping
bars and an alloy riser
stem. Twist grip gear
controls and alloy
brake levers add to
your cycling comfort
and enjoyment.

The Tube Rider

features alloy brake
hubs to give you the
stopping power you
need come rain or
shine. Built on to high
quality alloy rims with
stainless spokes this
wheel combination is
built to last.
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Specification: multi-tubed steel frame, 5 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears, alloy hub brakes and 26 inch alloy wheels. Colours: Crystal Sea Blue, Claret or Midnight Blue.

The classic Tube Rider is also available with extra colour - five special edition models with contrasting
mudguards and chainguards: 1. Double Scoop (Powder Pink & Turquoise); 2. Tropical Fish (Crystal Sea Blue & GoldenYellow);
3. Waikiki Sunrise (Claret & Midnight Blue); 4. Hot Sets (Midnight Blue & Claret); 5. Pin Tail (Turquoise & Bright Orange).

TubeSpecial
Rider
Edition

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Specification: multi-tubed steel frame, 5 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears and fully enclosed hub brakes. Colours: a selection of special edition colour combinations.
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Paramount

Take our timeless double loop frame built to the finest quality, add modern componentry and you have the last
word in practicality and style. Equally at home on the open road as on city streets, this modern classic provides
a refreshing alternative to the ubiquitous mountain bike.

Paramount and

Provence models
feature unique twin
tube frames, giving a
comfortable ride and
unmistakable style. The
design harks back to
the paratroop cycles
used by the British
Army in 1944.

Sturmey Archer alloy
hub brakes provide
excellent stopping
power whatever the
weather. In normal
use, the brake shoes
never need replacing,
and the rims and tyres
stay clean and free of
brake dust.
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Specification: multi-tubed steel frame, 5 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears and fully enclosed hub brakes. Colours: Claret, Crystal Sea Blue or Midnight Blue.

Provence

This elegant open frame version of the popular Paramount provides the perfect excuse to experience the open
road on a supremely comfortable and practical machine. Revel in its hand-built charm and you will quickly
wonder how you ever lived without such a fine machine.

Modern hub
gears provide the
perfect match for
a classic bikes like
the Paramount and
Provence. Light
shifting and easy to
use the five speed
gears allow you to
enjoy the terrain at
your leisure.

Both the Provence

and Paramount feature
a rear rack with a
quick-release system
for the Pletscher range
of baskets, childseats
and bags. For further
information, please see
the Accessories page.

Specification: multi-tubed steel frame, 5 speed Sturmey Archer hub gears and fully enclosed hub brakes. Colours: Claret, Crystal Sea Blue or Midnight Blue.
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Picador

Enjoy the delights of cycling with the safety and stability that a tricycle can provide.Whether shopping in town or
enjoying the countryside the Picador provides unsurpassed ease of use and security. Powerful brakes and easy to use
hub gears complement the tricycles’ relaxed manners and hand built quality.

The Picador features

a double front braking
system to provide both
power and security.
This system uses both
an easily adjusted
caliper side pull brake
and a fully enclosed
all weather hub brake
which act together to
give the power that a
tricycle needs.

The three speed hub

gear system provides
both easy shifting low
range gears and ease
of maintenance. The
gears can be changed
whilst stationary
which allows for the
perfect getaway from
junctions.

Specification: hand-built tubular steel tricycle frame, Sturmey Archer 3 speed hub gears, large rear wire basket and 20 inch alloy wheels. Colours: Burgundy, Midnight Blue or Black.
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Pickle

A children’s tricycle like no other, this hand-made gem captures the spirit of childhood in a timeless and durable package.
What better way for children to enjoy their first wheeled adventures than on a machine that is reassuringly stable and great
fun to ride. The Pickle will take everything in its stride giving you and your family many years of happy memories.

Add extra play

value to the Pickle
with our special
Pickle accessories.
The wicker basket
fits easily to the
handlebars or the
rear frame of the
Pickle, and is perfect
for storing your
jam sandwiches or
favourite book.

The wicker seat

fits to the Pickle’s
handlebars and is
ideal for that special
doll or bear - they’ll
enjoy the ride too!

Specification: traditionally lugged and brazed steel tricycle frame, single speed freewheel and front alloy caliper brake. Colours: Golden Yellow or Mignight Blue with Bright Red highlights.
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Tri-1

Combining the security of a tricycle with the fun and features of a modern machine this versatile adult tricycle
opens up a world of adventure for you and your family. Powerful brakes and slick shifting gears add to its versatility
whilst a folding frame option means a restriction on space need not mean a restriction on your fun.

The Tri-1 has the

option of a hinged
frame that allows the
trike to be quickly
folded to allow
for easy storage or
transportation. The
folded trike will fit
into most cars. A
propstand is provided
to keep the trike
upright when folded.

The Tri-1 features a

large flat rear platform
for the attachment of
bags or boxes. As an
optional accessory we
offer a capacious wire
basket with a hinged
top which can be
locked with a small
padlock. This basket
is ideal for shopping
and/or recycling trips.
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Specification: low step through hand-built tricycle frame, 7 speed derailleur gears and 20 inch alloy wheels. Colours: Claret, Crystal Sea Blue or Black.

Add-1

Your cycling need no longer be restricted to your solo
steed with our innovative Add-1. Simply hitch the trailer
bike to the tow hitch, lock it in place and off you go.

Robin

The

Robin is a chirpy, robust
tricycle, built to last and provide
endless fun for all children.

The Add-1 hitches to the towing bicycle or tricycle with a hitch that is

The Robin is suitable for riders between 4 - 9 years. It comes complete with

If you would like to Add-1 to more than one bike we can supply spare
tow hitches to make a useful addition to all your cycles.

The Robin is also adaptable for special needs users. Please contact Pashley for
further advice and information.

secured with a locking device. With this in place you can be assured that
you and your companion (adult or child) can enjoy the ride without any
fear of separation. The hitch also pivots to allow easy manoeuvering.

Spec: Fully brazed steel frame, 7 speed gears and 20 inch alloy wheels. Colours: Claret, Crystal Sea Blue or Black.

low fixed gear, full length chaincase, and pedals with toe clips and straps.
Practical mag style wheels help protect small hands and are easy to maintain
whilst the steering stop assists in control of this chirpy trike.

Spec: Tubular steel welded frame, single speed with steering restrictor.
Colours: Claret, Crystal Sea Blue or Black.
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Specifications

Frame
Fork
Gears
Wheels
Handlebar
Brakes
Pedals
Saddle
Features

Colour
Options
Size

Princess Sovereign

Princess Classic

Sonnet Bliss

Sonnet Pure

Traditionally lugged and brazed,
individually hand built.
Tubular crown, hand brazed.
Sturmey Archer XRD-5[W] hub gear.
26 x 1 3/8" tyres with puncture
protection on polished alloy rims, with
stainless steel spokes.
Chrome plated raised bar on alloy and
stainless steel stem.
Sturmey Archer low maintenance alloy
hub brakes front and rear.
Alloy body, non-slip inserts.
Antique brown colour Brooks natural
leather saddle with twin coil springs.
Full chaincase, enamelled mudguards,
ding-dong bell, hub dynamo headlamp,
LED rear light, enamelled tubular alloy
rear carrier, propstand and frame fitting
lock, wicker basket and skirtguards.
Regency Green, Buckingham Black.

Traditionally lugged and brazed,
individually hand built.
Tubular crown, hand brazed.
Sturmey Archer XRD-3 hub gear.
26 x 1 3/8" tyres with puncture
protection on polished alloy rims, with
stainless steel spokes.
Chrome plated raised bar on alloy and
stainless steel stem.
Sturmey Archer low maintenance alloy
hub brakes front and rear.
Alloy body, non-slip inserts.
Antique brown colour Brooks natural
leather saddle with twin coil springs.
Full chaincase, hand lined enamelled
mudguards, ding-dong bell, wicker basket.

Traditionally lugged and brazed,
individually hand built.
Tubular crown, hand brazed.
Sturmey Archer XRD-3 hub gear.
26 x 1 3/8" tyres with puncture
protection on polished alloy rims, with
stainless steel spokes.
Chrome plated raised bar on alloy and
stainless steel stem.
Sturmey Archer low maintenance alloy
hub brakes front and rear.
Alloy body, non-slip inserts.
Antique brown colour Brooks natural
leather saddle with twin coil springs.
Enamelled chainguard, hand lined
enamelled mudguards, ding-dong bell,
wicker basket.

Leather accessories. Luggage options.
17·5, 20" and 22·5" loop frames.
Inside leg length guide add 10 - 14"
to frame size.

Rear carrier. Leather. Luggage options.
17·5", 20" and 22·5" loop frames.
Inside leg length guide add 10 - 14"
to frame size.

Traditionally lugged and brazed,
individually hand built.
Tubular crown, hand brazed.
Sturmey Archer XRD-5[W] hub gear.
26 x 1 3/8" tyres with puncture
protection on polished alloy rims, with
stainless steel spokes.
Chrome plated raised bar on alloy and
stainless steel stem.
Sturmey Archer low maintenance alloy
hub brakes front and rear.
Alloy body, non-slip inserts.
Antique brown colour Brooks natural
leather saddle with twin coil springs.
Enamelled chainguard and mudguards,
ding-dong bell, hub dynamo headlamp,
LED rear light, enamelled tubular alloy
rear carrier, propstand and frame fitting
lock, wicker basket.
Ivory frame with Claret or Midnight
Blue mudguards and chain guard.
Leather accessories. Luggage options.
17·5", 20" and 22·5" loop frames.
Inside leg length guide add 10 - 14"
to frame size.

Buckingham Black, Regency Green.

Ivory frame with Claret or Midnight
Blue mudguards and chain guard.
Rear carrier. Leather. Luggage options.
17·5", 20" and 22·5" loop frames.
Inside leg length guide add 10 - 14"
to frame size.

Please note: specifications may change without prior notice.

Poppy

Roadster

Roadster 26

Guv’nor

Traditionally lugged and brazed,
individually hand built.
Tubular crown, hand brazed.
Sturmey Archer XRD-3 hub gear.
26 x 1 3/8" cream tyres with puncture
protection on polished alloy rims, with
stainless steel spokes.
Alloy bar on alloy and stainless steel stem.

Traditionally lugged and brazed,
individually hand built.
Tubular crown, hand brazed.
XRD-3 or XRD-5[W] hub gear.
26 x 1 3/8" wheels with polished alloy
rims and stainless steel spokes. Tyres with
puncture protection.
Chrome plated raised bar on alloy and
stainless steel stem.
Sturmey Archer all weather, low
maintenance hub brakes front and rear.
Alloy with non-slip tread.
Brown Brooks B72 natural leather saddle
with loop spring frame.
Full chaincase, hand lined enamelled
mudguards, ding-dong bell. The 5 speed
Sovereign model comes with hub dynamo
headlamp, LED rear light, propstand and
frame fitting lock.
Buckingham Black.

Traditionally lugged and brazed, individually hand built with Reynolds 531 tubing.
Tubular crown, hand brazed.
Single-speed gear.
28 x 1 1/2" cream tyres on alloy Westwood,
gold-lined black rims with 14g (front) and
13g (rear) stainless steel spokes.
North Road drop bar with handmade
leather grips, on aluminum alloy stem.
Sturmey Archer all weather, low
maintenance, hub brakes front and rear.
MKS Sylvan Stream rat-trap pedals.
Antique Brown Brooks B17 Champion
Special leather saddle with titanium rails.
Authentic 1930s geometry and construction
with Reynolds 531 butted tubing.

Leather Accessories.
20" only. Inside leg length guide 27 - 31".

3 speed hub gear. Leather accessories.
20·5", 22·5" and 24·5" (double top tube frame).
Inside leg length guide add
11 - 15" to frame size.

Colour

Pastel Blue or Blush Pink.

Traditionally lugged and brazed,
individually hand built.
Tubular crown, hand brazed.
XRD-3 or XRD-5[W] hub gear.
28 x 1 1/2" wheels with black anodised
rims and 13 gauge stainless steel spokes.
Tyres with puncture protection.
Chrome plated raised bar on alloy and
stainless steel stem.
Sturmey Archer all weather, low
maintenance hub brakes front and rear.
Alloy with non-slip tread.
Black Brooks B33 natural leather saddle
with rear coil and front loop springs.
Full chaincase, ding-dong bell, coatguards,
enamelled steel rear carrier with fold
down wheel stand. The 5 speed Sovereign
model comes with hub dynamo headlamp,
LED rear light and frame fitting lock.
Buckingham Black.

Options
Size

Rear carrier. Leather Accessories.
17·5", 20" and 22·5" loop frames.
Inside leg length guide add 10 - 14"
to frame size.

Leather Accessories.
20·5", 22·5" and 24·5" (double top tube
frame). Inside leg length guide add
11 - 15" to frame size.

Frame
Fork
Gears
Wheels
Handlebar
Brakes
Pedals
Saddle
Features

Sturmey Archer low maintenance alloy
hub brakes front and rear.
Alloy body, non-slip inserts.
Honey colour Brooks natural leather
saddle with twin coil springs.
Enamelled chainguard, hand lined
enamelled mudguards, mini bell, cork
grips.

Buckingham Black.

Specifications

Frame
Fork
Gears
Wheels
Handlebar
Brakes
Pedals
Saddle
Features

Colour
Options
Size

Tube Rider

Paramount

Provence

Picador

Multi-tube frame with sweeping top and
down tubes.
CrMo brazed.
Sturmey Archer XRD5[W] with twistgrip.
26 x 1·9" tyres, alloy rims, stainless spokes.

Multi-tubed design, CrMo construction.

Tubular steel adult tricycle.

Fully brazed with CrMo blades.
Sturmey Archer XRD5[W] with twistgrip.
26 x 1·75" reflective tyres with puncture
protection, alloy rims, stainless steel spokes.

Multi-tubed design, CrMo construction,
with reduced step-over height.
Fully brazed with CrMo blades.
Sturmey Archer XRD5[W] with twistgrip.
26 x 1·75" reflective tyres with puncture
protection, alloy rims, stainless steel spokes.

Alloy cruiser bar with CrMo semi-rise
stem.
Sturmey Archer alloy hub brakes front
and rear.
Alloy DX style.
Brooks honey coloured natural leather
with twin coil springs, micro-adjust post.
Fully enclosed gears and brakes for
minimum maintenance.

Alloy ‘Moustache’ bar on adjustable stem.

Alloy ‘Moustache’ bar on adjustable stem.

Sturmey Archer all weather alloy hub
brakes front and rear.
Alloy with non-slip tread.
Honey colour Brooks natural leather on
alloy micro-adjust seat pillar.
Mudguards, chainguard and rear carrier.

Sturmey Archer all weather alloy hub
brakes front and rear.
Alloy with non-slip tread.
Honey colour Brooks natural leather on
alloy micro-adjust seat pillar.
Mudguards, chainguard and rear carrier.

Chromed steel bar on an alloy short reach
stem.
Sturmey Archer hub brake and alloy
calliper rim brake, both on front wheel.
Non-slip.
High comfort design with elastomer
springs.
Large rear shopping basket with lockable
lid, full mudguards, quick release saddle
height adjustment and parking brake.

Crystal Sea Blue, Claret or Midnight Blue.
Five Special Edition Models.
Dynamo lighting. Propstand. Rear carrier.
Leather accessories. Luggage options.
One size suits riders with inside leg
measurement of 28" - 33".

Claret, Crystal Sea Blue or Midnight Blue.

Claret, Crystal Sea Blue or Midnight Blue.

Burgundy, Midnight Blue or Black.

Dynamo lighting. Propstand. Leather
accessories. Luggage options.
One size suits riders with inside leg
measurement of 28" - 33".

Dynamo lighting. Propstand. Leather
accessories. Luggage options.
One size suits riders with inside leg
measurement of 28" - 33".

Front Wicker Basket.

Hand brazed.
Sturmey Archer TSR-F3 hub gear.
20" with alloy rims.

15" and 17" frame, suitable for inside leg
25·5" - 32·5" and 27·5" - 34·5".

C

olours from left to right: Buckingham Black; Regency Green; Midnight Blue; Crystal
Sea Blue; Rich Burgundy; Claret; Bright Red; Golden Yellow; Pastel Blue; Blush Pink.
Please note that the colours shown are intended as a guide only.

Pickle

Tri-1

Add-1

Robin

Traditionally lugged and brazed steel
tricycle frame.
Hand brazed.
Single gear with freewheel.
16 x 1 3/8" tyres, alloy rims with custom
tricycle hubs.

Fully brazed, low step through.

Fully brazed steel.

Tubular steel welded tricycle frame.

Unicrown.
Seven speed indexed derailleur.
20" with alloy rims.

Seven speed indexed derailleur.
20" with alloy rims.

Unicrown with reinforced steering column.
Single speed fixed gear, 1:1 ratio.
16 x 1.75" reinforced one-piece plastic
moulded.

Handlebar

Hand brazed junior handlebar assembly.

Chrome plated steel riser bar.

Chrome plated steel, upright design.

Brakes

Alloy calliper on front wheel.

Pedals
Saddle

Resin with reflectors.
Black padded on L shaped post.

Features

Fully enclosed chaincase, full mudguards
and bell.

Sturmey Archer hub brake and V-type
brake (both on front wheel).
Non-slip.
High comfort design with elastomer
springs.
Mudguards and rear carrier. Quick release
seat height adjustment.

Chrome plated steel riser bars with reach
adjustable front stem.
Towing bicycle must be equipped with a
powerful braking system.
Resin and alloy cage with clips and straps.
Padded foam.

Colour
Options

Golden Yellow with Bright Red trim.
Midnight Blue with Bright Red trim.
Wicker Basket, Wicker Doll/Bear Carrier.

Size

Suitable for inside leg 17" - 20·5".

15" and 17" frame, suitable for inside leg
25·5" - 32·5" and 27·5" - 34·5".

Frame
Fork
Gears
Wheels

Alloy calliper on front wheel.

Stainless steel towbar with universal
safety hitch.

Resin with toe-clips and straps.
Padded with oversize seatpost and easy
height adjustment.
Chainguard, front mudguard, fixed chain
tensioner, steering restrictor.

Crystal Sea Blue, Claret or Black.

Crystal Sea Blue, Claret or Black.

Crystal Sea Blue or Claret.

Folding frame version. Rear basket.

Luggage rack with mudguards.
Rear Basket.
15" and 17" frame, suitable for inside leg
25·5" - 32·5" and 27·5" - 34·5".

Special needs accessories are available,
please enquire.
Suitable for inside leg 16"-22".

Accessories

This range of accessories, whether it be an elegant leather handlebar ‘bottle’ bag or a quick-release
shopping basket for your groceries, help you to transport your belongings with ease and are ideal for
shopping, touring, day trips or commuting.

Leather Handlebar Bag

Leather Grips

Leather Tube Protector

Leather Saddle Bag

English craftsman made
Hand stitched and finished
Box gusset ends, buckle fastenings
Highest quality aniline leather
Suitable for most Pashley models

Supple high quality leather
English craftsman made
Hand stitched and finished
Turned stainless steel end caps
Fits Princess and Roadster models

Leather sleeve, neoprene lined
English craftsman made
Hand stitched and finished
Hook and loop fastening
Suitable for Princess models

Highest quality aniline leather
English craftsman made
Hand stitched and finished
Military fix type closure
Buckle fastenings to saddle

Child Seat *

Shopping Basket (Deluxe)*

Rack Pack (Sport)*

Rack Pack (Touring) *

Adjustable backrest
Rear light remains fully visible
Conforms to European safety standards

Wire mesh zinc plated and plastic coated
Large volume: 400 x 310 x 210 mm
Plastic coated carry handle

8 litre capacity
Durable 600 Denier nylon material
Full-length opening top, heavy duty zip
Twin side pockets
Helmet net

24 litre capacity
Durable 600 Denier nylon material
Full-length opening top, heavy duty zip
Twin expanding side pockets
Helmet net

* Quick-Release Accessories: Princess, Sonnet, Paramount and Provence models with rear carriers can carry the Pletscher accessories using a three-pin quick-release mount.
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Workbikes
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Pashley WorkBikes are purpose-built to help you move people, packages and goods quickly and safely

throughout the working day. Designed to be tough and dependable, you can carry loads of up to 200kg in areas
where other vehicles are prohibited making them ideal for industrial sites, warehouses and delivery services.

Courier with Eurobox Trailer

Delibike

Pronto

Loadstar

Classic 33

Pronto with Eurobox carriers

All Pashley workbikes are available in a wide selection of configurations, colours and specifications. To discuss your individual requirements please contact a member of our sales team.

Since being founded in the 1920s, Pashley has become a world leading manufacturer of bicycles and

Workbikes
Custom Design

tricycles for industrial and commercial use. As a UK company with our own in-house design and
manufacture facilities, we are able to offer a full custom ‘one stop shop’ service to our business clients.

Bespoke cycle design

Company branding

Custom colour matching

Our broad experience of industrial cycles and related vehicles gives us a unique advantage in the development of products for commercial
use. From mail delivery bicycles to ice-cream vending trolleys, we can design and manufacture custom vehicles for a wide variety of
needs, including events and promotions. We are also able to provide consultancy services with regard to the technical aspects of operating
and maintaining our cycles in an industrial/commercial environment. For further information, please contact Pashley direct.

Light Delivery

|

Load Carrying

|

Vending

|

Specialist

|

Postal

|

Bespoke Design

|

Heritage Workbikes

|

Site Transport
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Pashley is pleased to be associated with the Moulton Bicycle Company which manufactures beautifully engineered small wheeled bicycles in Bradford-on-Avon.
Moulton pioneered the small wheeled bicycle revolution 50 years ago and has continuously developed and refined this concept. Today it offers a range of models for
touring, sport, racing, audax, commuting and leisure use. For further information please visit www.moultonbicycles.co.uk or call 01225 865895.

PASHLEY CYCLES
Masons Road, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire. CV37 9NL England
Tel: +44(0)1789 292 263 Fax: +44(0)1789 414 201 Email: hello@pashley.co.uk Web: www.pashley.co.uk

